
Trust Based Relational Intervention  
Unpacking The IDEAL Response  

Leveled at the Behavior, Not the Child 
TBRI was developed by Dr. David Cross and Dr. Karyn Purvis ,  

Texas Christian University, Karyn Purvis Institute for Child Development 
 

Trust-Based Relational Intervention (TBRI) is a therapeutic model that trains 
caregivers to provide effective support and treatment for at-risk children.  

 

 

 

The Ideal Response for 
Parents: In Practice 

 

Note: Dr. Purvis often uses biblical references and stories of her faith to illustrate a principle of 

Trust Based Relational Intervention. TBRI is NOT a faith based approach but one that is solidly 
grounded in neuro-science and brain based research.  

 

“Stay CALM and Think FAST”  
 

  

 

This should be your first line of defense 

when you are facing or looking to 
prevent a behavioral meltdown. Hunger, 
thirst, and fatigue can trigger a fear 
response in the brain. Remember, meet 
practical needs FIRST!  

 

Unpacking The IDEAL Response: 
 

Immediate  
Direct  
Efficient  
Action Based: Do the right thing, the right way!  
Leveled at the behavior, not the child.  

 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://youtu.be/761xx61-q1c&data=02|01|bursel@nwresource.org|1de09aadc10548b2fee508d69145c7c7|d7c2bf5ca2364e829b29a04b753b3ebe|1|0|636856126241322462&sdata=nMenYRie2Vvjlj04FjMwVt9EsoMNgvzAusNvYa4fiN8=&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://youtu.be/761xx61-q1c&data=02|01|bursel@nwresource.org|1de09aadc10548b2fee508d69145c7c7|d7c2bf5ca2364e829b29a04b753b3ebe|1|0|636856126241322462&sdata=nMenYRie2Vvjlj04FjMwVt9EsoMNgvzAusNvYa4fiN8=&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://youtu.be/761xx61-q1c&data=02|01|bursel@nwresource.org|1de09aadc10548b2fee508d69145c7c7|d7c2bf5ca2364e829b29a04b753b3ebe|1|0|636856126241322462&sdata=nMenYRie2Vvjlj04FjMwVt9EsoMNgvzAusNvYa4fiN8=&reserved=0


 

"Leveled at the 

Behavior, Not the Child" 

 

 

 

 

 

" It is an absolute human certainty that 

no one can know his own beauty or per a 

sense of his own worth until his has been 

reflected back to him in the mirror of 

another loving, caring human being;  

John Joseph Power: The Secret of Staying in Love.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

View the Still Face Experiment Here  

  

 

Children from hard places often have never experienced the shared joy and 

delight of an attentive, responsive parent. As you may remember, the message of 

abuse is "I don't like you" and the message of neglect is "you don't exist". As you 
can see in the video clip above, babies are very sensitive to the emotional state of 

their parent. Due to their early experiences children from hard places operate 

from a different belief system than their securely attached counterparts. They 
have never had their inherent value and worth reflected back to them through the 

eyes of an adoring parent.  
It is the difference between; 

I made a mistake and I AM a mistake 
I failed and I AM a failure 

I did something bad and I AM bad. 
It is about identity and self-worth. Children from hard places never learned they 

are precious and loved despite their worst behaviors.  
Their behavior is a reflection of their core belief that they are unlovable, defective 

and their voice does not matter. In this context, many of their behaviors make 
perfect sense. Additionally, if they have experienced foster care drift, their 

experience with stability and family has been conditional at best. 
 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DapzXGEbZht0&data=02%7C01%7Cbursel%40nwresource.org%7C1de09aadc10548b2fee508d69145c7c7%7Cd7c2bf5ca2364e829b29a04b753b3ebe%7C1%7C0%7C636856126241332471&sdata=05hwojLzW1r9hDUj9kNzAYZtM5lvLqGUS84T6gHIjrQ%3D&reserved=0


 

"Behavior is the mirror in which everyone 

shows their image"  
Johan Von Goethe 

 
Dr. Purvis shared a story of a parent who told her my son is little ’poo’  though she 

used a different word. In her gracious and wise way, she gently reminded the mom, "no 

he is not a little poo, but he is covered in it." Dr. Purvis challenged the mom to see 

beyond the yuck of her son's behavior and connect to the precious child underneath 

the mess.  

 

This a great reminder that at one point, every one of us was helpless, covered in our 

own poo and dependent on another to clean us up.  

Leveled at the behavior, not the child means even when the behavior is  

stinky and repulsive , the child's value and preciousness 

is never in question. 

You 

 

 

 

 

 

Final Thought: 

A TBRI Parenting Valentine 
When your kiddo is a yucky, hot mess 

Your sanity and patience are put to the test 
Stop, breathe and remember that beneath all that poo 

Is a precious child who desperately needs YOU! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TBRI Tips are developed by Brenda Ursel, TBRI Educator 

 

TBRI Tips are provided as part of ACRF Adoption Support Services and  

made possible through a grant from the State of Alaska, Office of Children's 

Services. 
   

 


